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INTRODUCTION

Fossils are not only a fun and interesting topic to teach your students; they are also very
important to scientists. Fossils provide scientists with evidence of past life and a way to date
the Earth's rocks. They also provide evidence for how the Earth's climate and environments
have changed over time. Without fossils, much of the knowledge we now have about how our
Earth has evolved would not exist.

This booklet will take you through the concepts of geological time and fossilisation. It also
gives you fact sheets on some of the important animals and plants in the fossil record so that
you will be able to talk to your students with confidence about fossils. Each fact sheet
contains a description of the organism to aid in identification, information on when, where
and how the organism lived as well as interesting facts to grab your students' attention.

Fossils are a good learning tool in your classroom when teaching about the Earth and it's
processes, as well as scientific and mathematical methods ie measuring, identifying,
observing and investigating.

You do not need to have a box of real fossils to teach about fossils in your

classroom. This booklet contains reproducible activities that you can use to excite your
students. This symbol shows where the activities correspond to concepts in the text.

The student activities at the back of the booklet cover outcomes from all state and territory
curriculum statements (for curriculum relevance see our website at
www.agso.gov.au/education)
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GEOLOGICAL TIME
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Geologists measure time in millions of years. They use a geological time scale or time line to
show the age of the Earth from its beginning some 4,560 million years ago, to the present day.

To make the geological time scale easier to use, geologists have divided the age of the Earth
into units, each of which has been given a name. These units include eons (eg. Phanerozoic),
eras (eg. Cainozoic), periods (eg. Jurassic), epochs (eg. Ludlow), and ages (eg. Gorstian).
The dinosaurs, for example, first appeared approximately 230 million years ago, lived for
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Example

Ludlow

Gorstian

Silurian

Paleozoic

Phanerozoic

Age

Epoch

Era
Period

Eon

Smallest time unit

Largest time unit

The recorded history of Australia did not begin with the arrival of Captain Cook in 1770. It
did not begin with the discovery of the western coast of our continent by the Dutch two
centuries before, nor by Indigenous Australians over 50,000 years ago. The recorded history
of Australia started over 4,000,000,000 (4 billion) years ago and is "written" in our
continent's rocks and minerals.

about 130 million years and became extinct 65 million years ago. Geologists call the era in
which the dinosaurs lived the Mesozoic Era. Geologists then divided the Mesozoic Era into
three periods - the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous. Different types of dinosaurs lived during
the different periods. Tyrannosaurus, for example, lived in the Cretaceous period while
Stegosaurus lived during the Jurassic period.

Relative Time
The geological time scale was first developed as a relative time scale through the study of
fossils. Relative time refers to the system where one layer of rock is given an age as simply
older or younger than another layer. Because rocks of similar ages contain similar types of
fossils scientists are able to link different rock layers from around the world, containing the
same fossils to one geological time period. Fossils also change over time. Through studying
these changes in the fossils, scientists are able to determine whether one rock layer containing
certain fossils is older or younger than another. Scientists have developed the relative time
scale by placing rock layers into time groups and giving each group a name. The names of the
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geological periods usually reflect places where the where rocks of that age are found or some
distinctive feature of rocks of that period.

Some Names in the Geological Time Scale and their Origins

Name Reason

Cambrian, Silurian, Ordovician Ancient Welsh Tribes - age first named in Wales

Devonian Age first named in the Devonshire in southern England

Carboniferous "Coal-bearing" rocks in central England

Permian Age first named in the Perm province of Russia

Triassic Name refers to the original three-fold sequence of rocks of this age

Jurassic Age first named in the Jura Mountains in Switzerland

Cretaceous "creta" - Latin word for chalk

Absolute Time
The absolute age of rocks, minerals or fossils in years or usually millions of years before
present is also given in the geological time scale. These ages are usually determined by a
process called radiometric dating. Radiometric dating involves the study of radioactive
isotopes of elements such as Uranium and Potassium that occur naturally in the Earth's rocks.
These radioactive elements are unstable in nature and change into more stable elements by
releasing energy, a process known as radioactive decay. The rate at which this decay occurs is
constant for each radioactive element. By determining the amounts of both the radioactive
element and the element it decayed into, in the rock, scientists are able to calculate the age of
the rock.

The Geological Time scale used by Australian geologists has been summarised on the next
page.
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Geological Time Scale
Eon Era Period Epoch Age

(millions
ofyears)

Holocene (recent) 0.015 Extinction of megafauna
QUATERNARY First appearance of

Pleistocene modern humans
1.8

Pliocene Common life forms:
5 molluscs and crustaceans.

CAINOZOIC Miocene Dramatic diversification

24 of mammals and birds.
TERTIARY Oligocene First appearance of

34 whales, seals, bats,

p Eocene rodents, horses and

55 primates.

H Palaeocene
65 Major Extinction

A Extinction ofammonites,

N dinosaurs and marine
reptiles.

E Late Common life forms:
molluscs, brachiopods

R and crustaceans.
CRETACEOUS Diversification ofBirds.

0 Origin and diversification

Z
offlowering plants and
their associated insects.

0 Early First appearance of
snakes and monotremes.

I 141

C
Common life forms:

Late molluscs, brachiopods,
MESOZOIC crustaceans and

ammonites.
Middle Diversification of

JURASSIC dinosaurs and marine
reptiles.

Early First appearance ofbirds.
205 Major Extinction

Common life forms:
molluscs, brachiopods

Late and crustaceans.
Diversification of
ammonites.
First appearance of

TRIASSIC Middle dinosaurs, flying reptiles,
marine reptiles,
sc1eractinian corals.

Early
Major Extinction of >80 %

251 of known life-forms
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Extinction ofrugose and
tabulate corals and

Late trilobites.
Common life forms:
molluscs, brachiopods

PERMIAN and echinoderms.
First appearance of
ammonites, cycads,

Early mammal-like reptiles and
298 beetles

Stephanian Common life forms:
Westphalian brachiopods, molluscs,

echinoderms and corals;

Namurian forests widespread.
CARBONIFEROUS Appearance and dramatic

Visean diversification ofwinged
insects.

Tournaisian
First appearance of

354 conifers.
Major Extinction

Late Common life forms:
brachiopods, molluscs
and echinoderms; coral

Middle reefs widespread
DEVONIAN First appearance of land

vertebrates (amphibians),
insects and tree sized land

PALAEOZOIC Early 410 plants.

Pridoli Common life forms:
Ludlow trilobites, brachiopods,

molluscs, echinoderms,
SILURIAN Wenlock graptolites and corals.

Llandovery First appearance of land
animals and vascular land

434 plants.
Ash~ill Common life forms:

Caradoc trilobites, brachiopods,

Llandeilo molluscs and graptolites.
ORDOVICIAN Llanvirn First appearance of

Arenig
corals, bryozoans, fish

Tremadoc
and land plants.

490
Late Common life forms:

molluscs and sponge
Middle reefs, trilobites and

brachiopods dominant.
CAMBRIAN Massive diversification of

skeletons and shells.

Early First appearance of
545 invertebrates with shells

Neoproterozoic Oldest known
1000 multicellular life 600

PROTEROZOIC Mesoproterozoic million years old.
1600 Oldest known complex

Palaeoproterozoic single cellular life 2100

2500 million years old

ARCHAEAN Oldest known fossils
>4560 3465 million years old
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WHAT IS A FOSSIL?

Fossils are the remains and traces of plants and animals that have been preserved in rocks. For
example the bones of dinosaurs are fossils, so too are the footprints made by dinosaurs.
Palaeontology (pay-lee-on-toll-oh-gee) is the study of fossil remains and traces of animals and
plants. Fossils don't just provide information about past life on Earth. They can also gives
clues to past environments and climates.

The great variety of organisms that have been preserved as fossils includes corals, seashells,
fish, reptiles, amphibians, ferns, trees and even plant pollen. Fossils range in size from the
skeletons of massive animals such as whales and dinosaurs, to the remains of microscopic
plants and animals such as algae and bacteria.

Most fossils are preserved hard parts of plants and animals such as their shells, bones, trunks
and stems. Organisms without easily preserved hard parts are rare in the fossil record. The
majority of fossils have formed in the last 540 million years. Older fossils are rare because it
was around 540 million years ago that organisms first developed hard parts. The organisms
before this time were all soft bodied, like jellyfish.

Fossilisation
For an animal or plant to become fossilised two conditions need to be met once the organism
dies. The first is quick burial for example in mud or sand. This prevents scavengers eating the
remains, slows down decay and protects the remains from being broken down by exposure to
sun, wind or wave action. The second condition is that the organism needs to have hard parts
such as wood, shell or bone. In rare and special conditions soft tissue can be preserved, such
as the jellyfish and worms found in the 600 million year old sandstone of the Ediacara Hills in
South Australia.

Because organisms need to be buried quickly to help them fossilise, fossils are often found in
rocks that were formed in rivers or oceans. In these environments sand, silt or mud can be laid
down rapidly over dead organisms, and begin the process of fossilisation.

AGSO - Geoscience Australia
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rock and remains become fossils.

4) Fossils are exposed on the surface.3) Rock layers are folded and eroded.

1) Organism dies and is buried by layers
of sand and mud
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Types of Fossil Preservation
There are a number of different processes that can lead to remains or traces of an organism
becoming a fossil.

Organisms such as plant fragments can be covered in layers of sand and mud. As more layers
accumulate the water is squeezed out, making the layers much more compact, and the
organism within the layers is squashed flat. Because organisms are rich in the element carbon,
often all that is left of the organism is a thin, black film of carbon showing the outline of the
original organism. This process, known as carbonisation, is one of the most common ways for
plant fossils to form.

Structures like bones, shells and wood are full of various sized cavities. When the organism is
immersed in water with a high concentration of dissolved minerals (eg. groundwater), these
cavities become waterlogged and the water along with its dissolved minerals permeates into
all available spaces. A permineralisation is formed when something (such as a change in
acidity) triggers the dissolved minerals to crystallise out of solution and harden. This fills all
the cavities and leaves the organism entombed in rock. Many fossil bones have been
permineralised and this is why they often feel much heavier than you would expect.

After burial, the hard parts of an organism such as the shell or bones may be dissolved by
groundwater moving slowly through the rock. When this groundwater simultaneously
deposits another mineral a replacement fossil is formed as the new mineral has replaced the
original material. This replacement may occur molecule by molecule, in which case the
cellular structure of the organism can be preserved, or on mass, where the internal structure
will not be preserved. Common replacement minerals include silica (in the form of quartz,
agate or opal) and iron sulfide (pyrite).

If another mineral does not replace the hard parts of an organism as they are dissolved, an
impression or mould of the organism can be left in the surrounding rock. When the external
structure, such as the outside of the shell, is preserved the fossil is called an external mould.
When internal features, such as the inside surface of shells are preserved it is known as an
internal mould. If groundwater moving through the rock deposits another mineral to fill in the
mould, a replica of the original organism can form and this is called a cast.

Another form of fossilisation occurs when the shells of invertebrates, such as molluscs, that
are composed of the mineral aragonite, are buried. Aragonite has the same chemical
composition as the mineral calcite (CaC03) but it has the atoms arranged in a different way,
like diamond and graphite are different arrangements of carbon atoms. The arrangement of
the atoms in aragonite is unstable, so when an aragonite shell is buried, the aragonite will
often spontaneously recrystallise (changing the arrangement of the atoms) to form calcite.
This process, known as recrystallisation, retains the shape of the organism, but does not
preserve its internal structures.

Some organisms or parts of organisms such as bones, shells and coral skeletons are composed
of hard mineral substances that can remain unchanged when buried. Also some substances
such as tree sap (amber), ice and tar are able to preserve soft tissue. Fossils formed with this
original material are unusual but have produced some of the most spectacular fossils
including mammoths and the other mammals found frozen in the Siberian tundra. These
frozen mammals are exceptional fossils as they are perfectly preserved, even their hair, skin
and flesh. DNA has been recovered from the cells of these frozen animals and scientists
believe that a living animal, such as a mammoth, could be cloned from this DNA in the
future.
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TRACE FOSSILS
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Worm burrows are very common trace fossils. Worms are soft-bodied animals and very
seldom fossilise, so the fossils of their burrows are often the only trace that some worms ever
existed.
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"Sand-ball" diggings
of crustaceans

Not all fossils are formed from shells, bones or other organic remains. The tracks left by
animals, their burrows, footprints and even their faeces ("poo") can also be fossilised. These
types of fossils, called trace fossils, often show aspects of animal behaviour that other types of
fossils can not.

The picture below shows "sand-ball" diggings left by a crustacean (crab) as it made a burrow
245 million years ago. Diggings like these can be seen on beaches today, showing that even
after 245 million years crustaceans have not changed the way they make their burrows.

Another example of a trace fossil is a coprolite. Coprolites are fossilised faecal material. By
studying these fossils, it is possible to find out information about an animal's diet and even
the shape of their bowel!

Fossilised footprints can sometimes capture a moment in time. Lark Quarry, a fossil site near
Winton in Central Queensland, consists of around 3300 individual footprints made by
approximately 150 animals. The footprints are thought to represent a stampede of small
dinosaurs fleeing from a very large theropod.
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USING FOSSILS

Geoscientists use fossils to work out the relative age of rocks. Fossils are also useful in
establishing the environment in which the plant or animal lived and in which the rock, now
containing the fossil, was formed.

Index Fossils
Index fossils are fossils that clearly indicate a specific period of geological time. For a fossil
group to be useful as an index fossil it must:

i) be found over a large geographical distribution
ii) have evolved fairly rapidly

When an index fossil is found in a layer of rock, it can be used to establish the relative age of
that layer of rock.

Establishing Environment
Fossils are also good indicators of the type of environment in which the rock layers formed.
Rocks that are found today in cold climates but containing fossils of organisms that lived in
shallow warm ocean waters, such as corals, indicate a major change in environment since the
rock was formed. Also, marine animals that live today at distinctive depths and in particular
areas, such as gastropods, are important to work out the water depth that existed when the
rock containing that fossil was formed. This can help to establish if an area has potential for
bearing oil.

Establishing Lifestyle
In some cases, fossils are found preserved in their actual "living position". This gives
palaeontologists much information about the plant or animal's way of life and enables them to
be compared to modem day equivalents. However, the majority of fossils have been reworked
after death by ocean or river currents and are no longer in their "living position".
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BACTERIA - Stromatolites (stro-mat-oh-lites)

Living Stromatolites in Hamelin Pool, Shark Bay,
Western Australia

Diagram showing the process of stromatolite
formation

Description
Stromatolites are dome-shaped structures
built up by communities of cyanobacteria
(once called blue-green algae) in shallow
marine environments.
The bacteria form a mat on the seabed where
they trap and bind sand and mud from the
waters. These sediments are then cemented
together by carbonate minerals from the
waters. Stromatolites form layers as the
bacteria grow up towards the light, through
the sediment, to form successive layers.
Given time, stromatolites form rigid reef
structures. Living examples in Hamelin Pool,
Shark Bay W.A., have taken between 2,000
and 3,000 years to form.

Time Period
Simple micro-organisms such as
cyanobacteria were the first life forms to
appear on Earth some 3,500 million years
ago. They were the dominant forms of life for
around 2000 million years until the
appearance of more complex organisms.
Although cyanobacteria are common today,
living stromatolites are rare because they can
only survive in extreme environments.

Mat of
bactelia
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Habitat & Lifestyle
Today, stromatolites only survive in unusual
environments. They can survive extremes of
salinity and temperature, growing in very saline
lagoons and around hot springs where most other
life cannot survive. In these types of environments
there is little competition for space and few
animals to eat the stromatolite.
Cyanobacteria reproduce asexually by growth and
then division of the cell.
In the fossil record, stromatolites indicate an
environment lacking in oxygen, where other
organisms that needed oxygen to survive, could
not compete with them.

Fossilisation
Stromatolites fossilise easily as they virtually
become rock as they form.
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SEEDLESS PLANTS - Lepidodendron (lep-id-oh-den-dron)

Rubbing taken from
Lepidodendron stem

Habitat & Lifestyle
Lepidodendron flourished in swamps across the world. During
the Carboniferous, Europe and North America were located
near the equator with a tropical climate and high rainfall. Under
these conditions, Lepidodendron grew in dense forests with
their trunks only metres apart. Australia was at higher latitudes
during this time, and Lepidodendron only grew in isolated
pockets of swampland.
These plants, like ferns, use spores to reproduce. This system
requires moisture for successful reproduction, so when climate
change caused the swamps to dry up, the Lepidodendron
forests disappeared.

Description
Early plants on Earth such as mosses, were tiny. They
had no system for moving water through their bodies
and had to rely on water soaking in form outside.
Lepidodendrons were one of the first plants with a
system of tubes in their stems to move water.
These tree-like plants were huge, able to grow to over
35 metres tall with a trunk up to 1 metre across. The
crown was composed of branches with needle-like
leaves arranged around stems like bottlebrushes as
well as cone bearing stems.

Time Period
Lepidodendron evolved in the mid Devonian, around
385 million years ago. During their peak in the
Carboniferous they formed the world's first extensive
forests.
It is thought that all Lepidodendron died out in the Reconstruction of a Lepidodendron

extinction event at the end of the Permian (251 million
years ago). However the family Lycopods, to which
Lepidodendron belongs, have the longest known history of any
land plant, and still survive today as club mosses.

Fossilisation
Fragments of Lepidodendron stems are often found
petrified or as casts or moulds and show a distinctive
diamond-shaped pattern. This pattern, often mistaken
for snakeskin, is actually scars left by the leaves as they
peeled off the trunk.

Variations on a Theme
The modem club moss
pictured here, is the only
Iiving descendent of the
Lepidodendrons.
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SEED PLANTS - Seed Ferns
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Fossilisation
Due to the swampy environment and their deciduous
nature, fossilised Glossopteris leaves are abundant in
the Gondwanan rocks.
The ancient boggy swamps in which Glossopteris
lived later formed vast coal deposits, especially in
Eastern Australia. It is this coal that Australia uses in
coal generators to create much of its electricity.

Description
Seed ferns were the first type of seed bearing plants to evolve. They
are very early members of the group called gymnosperms (jim-no
sperms) meaning "naked seed".
Gymnosperms are seed plants. Their seeds are exposed (like on a pine
cone), rather than found within fruit (like in an apple).
During the Permian Period (275-245 million years ago), seed ferns
such as Glossopteris (gloss-op-ter-iss) were the dominant plants in the
Southern Hemisphere. Much like the Eucalypts in Australia today,
Glossopteris dominated the vegetation over the entire supercontinent
of Gondwana.
Glossopteris were woody trees and shrubs, with their size an;.d~s::h=a~p.:..e_--==============~
depending on their habitat. They had large tongue-shaped ,-
leaves with a prominent rib running down the centre and a I
network of veins.

Time Period
The oldest known seed ferns lived during the Lower
Carboniferous around 350 million years ago and this
group of plants was very successful throughout the Late
Carboniferous and Permian.
Fossil Glossopteris leaves are abundant in Late Permian
rocks from Australia, Africa, South America, India and
Antarctica.
Seed ferns declined rapidly during the Triassic as more
advanced gymnosperms, such as conifers, evolved. The
youngest fossil seed ferns are found in Jurassic rocks.
Seed ferns are the only major group of vascular plants that
are now extinct, but they are thought to be ancestors of
many more advanced seed plants including cycads and
ginkgos.

Habitat & Lifestyle
Southern Hemisphere continents had cold climates
during most of the Permian period (298-251 million
years ago) with freezing winters and alpine glaciers.
Glossopteris grew in cold, swampy bogs and in areas
with high underground water tables. Because of the
severe climate Glossopteris was deciduous, losing its
leaves each autumn and growing new ones in spring.
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SEED PLANTS - Cycads & Ginkgos (sigh-cads & gink-ohs)

Description
Cycads and Ginkgos are ancient gymnosperms whose
appearance has hardly changed since the time of the
dinosaurs. Both these plant groups are descended from
the seed ferns but are quite different in appearance.
Cycads are trees with short, thick trunks and large
frond-like leaves. The trunk can grow up to 18m tall, but
this takes many years, as their rate of growth is very
slow.
Ginkgo trees can grow up to 40m tall. They have fan
shaped leaves and are often called maidenhair trees, as
their leaves resemble those of maidenhair ferns. The
seeds of the Ginkgo are distinctive, having a nasty smell
associated with the fleshy seed coat.
Ginkgo trees are one of the most unique species on
Earth today. They are so different from other modem
trees that they have been placed in a group all their own.

Time Period
Cycads first appear in the fossil record in the Late
Carboniferous approximately 300 million years ago. The
earliest Ginkgo leaf fossils are around 270 million years
old, from the Early Permian.
Along with conifers, cycads and Ginkgos dominated the
vegetation around the world during the Mesozoic, from
251 to 65 million years ago.
Although they were common and widespread for a long
time, Cycads and Ginkgos declined with the evolution
of flowering plants in the Cretaceous.
Previously known only from fossils, scientists thought
the Ginkgo had become extinct until it was rediscovered
living in Japan in 1691. Ginkgos had survived in both
Japan and China where Buddhist monks have cultivated
them for thousands of years.

Habitat & Lifestyle
Cycads today live in tropical and subtropical climates
around the world. They have been estimated to live as
long as 2000 years. Cycads and Ginkgos both have
separate male and female plants and are usually
pollinated by insects.
The Ginkgo is deciduous, losing its leaves each autumn
in a spectacular display. They thrive in warm, moist
conditions and can live for up to 3000 years.

Fossilisation
Ginkgos are often referred to as "living fossils". They
are the sole surviving member of a once successful
group and have changed very little in 300 million years.
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Young Cycads outside the AGSO Earth
Science Education Centre in Canberra

Ginkgo leaves
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SEED PLANTS - Conifers (Con-if-ers)
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Description
Conifers are the most varied and widespread of the
gymnosperms. Most conifers have needle-like evergreen
leaves and woody cones. The group includes pine, spruce,
cypress and fir trees.
Conifers come in a variety of shapes and sizes from low
growing shrubs such as the Australian Mountain Plum Pine to
the world's largest tree - the 95m tall Redwoods of the Sierra
Nevada in California. The world's oldest tree and shortest tree
are also conifers. The oldest is the 4900-year-old Bristlecone
Pine of California, and the shortest is the Pygmy Pine of New
Zealand, which grows to only 5cm high.

Not all conifers have needle shaped
leaves. This conifer, Agathis robusta
or Kauri Pine is an Australian native.

Fossilisation
Conifer fossils include petrified stumps and
fallen trunks, as well as cones, seeds and
leaves.

Time Period
Along with seed ferns, Conifers first appeared in the Late
Carboniferous approximately 300 million years ago.
The origin of conifers is uncertain but they are not thought
to have evolved from the seed ferns like the cycads and
ginkgos. The earliest conifers were small trees and are all
now extinct. The familiar, modem families such as the pines
and firs evolved during the early Mesozoic when
gymnosperms became the dominant type of vegetation.

Habitat & Lifestyle
During the Triassic and Jurassic periods (521-141 million
years ago) great conifer, cycad and ginkgo forests covered
the land. The worldwide climate at this time was warm and
wet, but with the evolution of flowering plants in the
Cretaceous approximately 100 million years ago, the conifer
forests retreated to less hospitable areas.
Conifers are most abundant today in cool
temperate climates in the Northern
Hemisphere. They are dominant in areas
where water is scarce, soils are poor or
winters are cold.
Conifers have separate male and female
cones on the one tree and the male cones are
usually smaller than the female. The pollen
of conifers is usually dispersed by wind with
pollen grains often having wing-like
structures to help dispersal.
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The drooping mistletoe in this gum
tree will eventually kill the tree.

This flower from the Tulip Tree, a
relative of the Magnolia, is
considered one of the most

primitive flowers.
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SEED PLANTS - Flowering plants

Habitat & Lifestyle
Flowering plants are found in nearly every
environment on Earth. Some, like cacti, have
evolved water storage mechanisms to live in very
arid climates, while others have gone the opposite
way and adapted to life in ponds, streams and even
shallow coastal waters. Tiny alpine plants survive
the intense cold and high winds of high mountains.
Some flowering plants, like mistletoe, are parasites
and survive on nutrients drawn from other plants
while others eat insects.

Time Period
The first definite record of flowering plants begins with plants
similar to today's Magnolias that lived during the Early
Cretaceous approximately 120 million years ago. At this time
flowering plants were quite rare with conifers, cycads and
ferns dominating the vegetation. But by the end of the
Cretaceous only 55 million years later (a short time in
geological terms) the flowering plants had spread across the
world and become, as they are today, the dominant group of
plants on Earth. rr===============:::;)

rJr virA YOII K",ow? ~

Fossilisation
The leaves, stems and roots of flowering plants are
often found as fossils, however fossil flowers are
very rare. This is because flowers are very delicate
and have no hard parts to resist decay.

Description
Flowering plants are among the most diverse and
successful organisms ever to evolve. Today they make up
around 95% of all vascular plants and come in a huge
variety of shapes and sizes from grasses and soft herbs to
large trees. The smallest flowering plants are free-floating
aquatic duckweeds, only a few millimetres long. The
tallest are Mountain Ash trees from south-eastern
Australia that reach more than 100 metres high.
Flowers attract animals like insects and birds, which
pollinate them and feed on the nectar. The seeds of
flowering plants are often enclosed within fruit. The fruit
and seeds are eaten by animals that scatter the seeds
widely in their faeces.
Other methods of seed dispersal include prickly seeds that
get stuck in the fur of animals like burrs in your socks.
It is this close and mutually beneficial relationship between
flowering plants and animals that has resulted in the huge
diversity and spectacular success of these groups of
orgamsms.



BRACHIOPODS (Brack-ee-oh-pods)

Diet
Brachiopods feed by sucking seawater through the gap between
their shells and filtering out tiny organisms using their internal,
coiled feeding organ called a lophophore (la-fa-for).

Single Brachiopod shell
showing plane of symmetry

Bvachiopoolf ave orte... caLLeol

laf"lp fhellf.

Thif olatef back to the ROf"la ...f

whofe oil laf"lpf weve veplJteolly

a fif"lilav fhape to the lav"jev or
the two fheLLf. The fhell-fhapeol

laf"lp waf ('LLeol with oil a...ol a

wick waf placeol i... the ff"laLL
llpeolicle" hole.

Diagram of a common
brachiopod

~~
Ptychospira
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Spiriferid with cut-away showing
internal coiled feeding organ

Fossilisation
Fossil brachiopods are commonly preserved in rocks such as
limestones, sandstones and mudstones that formed from marine
sediments. Brachiopods are often found fossilised as preserved
shells, internal and external moulds, as well as casts.

Variations on a Theme
There are many different species of brachiopods with a wide
variety of shell shapes and sizes. Below are diagrams of
some common species of fossilised brachiopods.

Description
Brachiopods have two shells called valves of different sizes.
These valves are hinged together and the animal resembles the
bivalve molluscs such as clams and pippis. The difference
between the two groups can be seen most easily when looking at
the planes of symmetry. In bivalves the plane of symmetry is
between the shells (they are mirror images), however in
brachiopods, the plane of symmetry divides both valves in half.

Time Period
Brachiopods first appear in the fossil record in the Cambrian
(545 million years ago) and along with trilobites are among the
first animals to evolve hard parts. There are an incredible
30,000 different fossil species of brachiopods and some forms
still exist today.

Habitat & Lifestyle
Brachiopods are benthic animals, living on or near the sea floor.
Some brachiopods live in burrows but most are attached
(cemented) to rocks or the ocean floor by a stalk-like pedicle or
"foot". Other brachiopod species developed spines to stabilise
themselves in mud.
Brachiopods tend to live in clusters and their reproduction
involves releasing eggs and sperm into the sea and leaving
fertilisation to luck.
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''Thorny Oyster"
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Variations on a Theme

Description
Bivalves (eg. pippis, scallops, oysters and clams) have two
shells called valves that are usually mirror images of each
other. The two shells are joined by a hinge. The soft body of
the animal occupies about half of the space between the two
shells. The animal's muscular "foot" can be extended outside
the shells for movement or burrowing.

Time Period
Bivalves evolved in the Cambrian around 500 million years
ago. Many species of bivalves survive today and some, such
as mussels, clams, oysters and scallops, are caught and sold
commercially.

MOLLUSCS - Bivalve (Mol-us-ks Bi-val-ve)

Fossilisation
Bivalve fossils are commonly found in marine sediments
such as limestones, sandstones and mudstones. Bivalves
are readily fossilised as preserved shells, internal and
external moulds as well as casts.
Occasionally fossilised bivalves can be found in mud or
sand at the bottom of their burrow, now turned into solid
rock.

AGSO - Geoscience Australia

Habitat & Lifestyle
All bivalves are aquatic and most live on the sea floor in
shallow marine environments. Many bivalves are mobile, either
crawling slowly on the sea floor using their foot, or swimming
freely such as the scallop. Some bivalves are burrowing
animals, digging into the mud and sand on the sea floor like the
pipi, into wood like the teredo or shipworm, and even into solid
rock. Other bivalves are sedentary, using tough threads to attach
themselves to an object such as the mussel or by cementing one
valve to an object like an oyster on a rock.
In most bivalves the sexes are separate with eggs and sperm
released into the water for fertilisation. The fertilised eggs
develop into free-swimming larvae that settle to the sea floor
where they begin to secrete an outer shell around their body.

Diet
Bivalves are filter feeders, removing very small plants and
animals from the water. They open their shell slightly and
strain the food particles from the water with their gills.
Bivalves also use their gills to breathe by removing oxygen
from the water.
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MOLLUSCS - Gastropods (Moll-us-ks Gas-tro-pods)

Description
Gastropods are a group of animals that usually have a single, coiled shell in
which they live; garden snails are a common example. Gastropods live in
marine and fresh water environments as well as on land.
Each shell contains a soft-bodied animal that has a well-developed head with
a: mouth, tentacles and sometimes eyes. Gastropods also have a large foot,
specialised for creeping along surfaces such as rocks or the sea floor. Their
shells are often beautiful, both in their shape and colour.

Time Period
Gastropods evolved in the early Cambrian and are still alive today. Originally
they were all marine but over time they have adapted to other environments.
Gastropods are probably as numerous and diverse today as they have ever
been.

AGSO - Geoscience Australia
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Fossilisation
Gastropod often fossilised as preserved shells, internal
and external moulds as well as casts.

Diet
Most gastropods feed by grazing on algae, seaweed or leaves. A
few gastropods are carnivorous, eating other small animals. Some
attach to the shells of other molluscs, bore a hole and
suck out the animal. Others force apart the shells of
bivalves with their muscular foot and eat the animal
inside. A few have powerful stings that have been
known to paralyse people. This is why you should never
pick up cone shells, a type of gastropod found on
Australian beaches.

Habitat & Lifestyle
Many gastropods live on the sea floor of shallow oceans, although some have
been found at depths of up to 5 km. Others swim in the surface ,.------------,
waters of the open ocean. Garden snails have developed lungs and
are able to live on land.
Gastropods are slow moving animals, hence the term sluggish to
describe their speed. They depend on their shell, into which they
can withdraw, and their shy habits for protection.
The reproductive methods of gastropods are quite varied. In most
marine species of gastropods the sexes are separate. Terrestrial
snails usually have both male and female reproductive organs
within the one individual. Some other species change sex during
the course of their lives!

Variations on a Theme
More than 50,000 species of gastropods have been
described of which 15,000 are extinct and 35,000 are
living.
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MOLLUSCS - Cephalopods (Moll-us-ks Sef-a-low-pods)

Description
All cephalopods are marine animals. They include the living
nautilus, squid, cuttlefish and octopus and the extinct
ammonoid, nautiloid and belemnite forms. Cephalopods are
the most highly evolved molluscs, and the most intelligent
of the invertebrates.
Like the living nautilus, extinct ammonoids and belemnites
had a hard shell, divided into chambers that they used to
control the depth at which they lived. Most fossil
Ammonoids had flat, coiled shells while the belemnites had
straight internal shells. Living squid and cuttlefish have a

JulP:!"OW~or.
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Cross-section through a modern
nautilus showing soft parts.

reduced internal shell and octopus do not have a shell at all.
Cephalopod soft parts include a well-developed head with eyes and
hearing organs. Their mouths have beak-like jaws and a rasping
tongue, surrounded by muscular tentacles that are usually equipped
with suckers.

Time Period
The first cephalopods appeared in the late Cambrian around 490
million years ago and some species are still alive today.
Belemnites and ammonoids both vanished from the fossil record in
the worldwide extinction event at the end of the Cretaceous 65
million years ago, which also resulted in the extinction of the
dinosaurs.

External Shell of the
Ammonoid - Asteroceras

Habitat & Lifestyle
Modem cephalopods live in a variety of different
marine habitats, from the deep ocean floor to open
waters to shallow coastal environments.
The sexes are separate and the females are usually
larger and more abundant than the males. Because
cephalopods have good eyesight, their shell ornamentation
may have had a function in courtship displays, particularly
in ammonoids.
The main enemies of the extinct ammonoids and
belemenites were probably large marine reptiles and fish.
Many modem cephalopods have sacs containing inky fluid
that they eject when angered or frightened.

Diet
Cephalopods are carnivores, grabbing other molluscs,
crustaceans and sometimes fish with their tentacles or
scavenging for dead animals on the sea floor.

Fossilisation
Ammonoids had a worldwide distribution and underwent
rapid evolution during the late Paleozoic and Mesozoic
Eras. This development of new forms, and the fact that
they fossilise well, makes Ammonoids very useful index
fossils for correlating rock layers across the world.

Fossilised Belemenite Shell
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CNIDARIANS - Corals (Ni-dar-i-ans)

Solitary Rugose
Coral

Colonial Rugose Coral
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Tabulate Coral - Halysites

Diet
Cnidarians are carnivorous, using their tentacles to capture
passing prey. The soft-bodied polyp extends its tentacles out
to feed and can retract into the corallite for protection.
Corals also have algae living within their cells that produce
food for the coral. It is these algae that are responsible for
the different colours seen in today's living corals.

Time Period
Rugose and tabulate corals evolved in the Middle Ordovician,
around 470 million years ago, with both groups achieving their
greatest diversity during the Devonian. All rugose corals and
most tabulate corals became extinct at the end of the Permian,
although a few tabulate corals survived into the Early Triassic.
Modem corals evolved in the Triassic, probably from a soft
bodied, anemone-like organism.

AGSO - Geoscience Australia

Fossilisation
Ancient corals are a major part of fossiliferous limestone.
The hard skeleton formed around each coral polyp is made
of tough calcium carbonate and fossilises easily.

Habitat & Lifestyle
Cnidarians are mostly marine animals, although some live in
fresh water. Corals prefer warm, shallow or subtropical marine
waters.
Corals form new colonies by producing eggs that hatch into
free-swimming larva. Eventually these settle in a new area
where the new coral colony grows larger.
Unlike most other animals, corals have only one "hole".
They feed and poo through the same orifice!

Description
Corals belong to the group Cnidarians (ni-dar-i-ans) that also includes
jellyfish, bluebottles, sea pens and sea anemones.
Most corals grow in communities made up of many individual coral
organisms. Each coral organism is called a polyp. These look like miniature
sea anemones, with a soft, tube-like body and tentacles at one end. Coral
polyps grow a tough outer skeleton around their body and it is this skeleton
that we call coral.
Two extinct coral forms are important in the fossil record, the rugose and
the tabulate corals. Modem corals are another type again called
scleractinian (scler-act-tin-ee-an) corals.
Rugose corals occurred as either solitary or colonial forms. The
solitary corals were usually hom shaped. Tabulate corals lived
entirely in colonies with each individual polyp connected to
others around it to form chain-like structures.
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ECHINODERMS - Crinoids (Ee-kine-oh-derms Krin-oids)
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Crinoid Stem Fragments

Diagram of Crinoid Structure
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Time Period
Crinoids evolved in the Ordovician (around 490 million years
ago) and though still in existence, were most prolific in the
Palaeozoic era between 490 and 251 million years ago.

Description
Echinodenns are marine animals and include starfish, sea
urchins and sea lilies. All echinoderms have a skeleton with a
five-part pattern.
Two types of echinodenns are important in the fossil record;
the crinoids (commonly called sea lilies or feather stars) and
echinoids (sea urchins).
Most crinoids have a stem made up of many ring-like plates
called ossicles. Each ossicle in the stem is formed from a
single crystal of calcite. At the top of the stem is a cup-shaped
structure known as a calyx that is made of calcite plates. At
the edges of the cup are usually long feeding arms with calcite
skeletons. The base of the crinoid stem is anchored to objects
by root-like projections.
Some crinoids have no stem and the living forms of this type
are called feather stars.

Fossilisation
Crinoids are most commonly found as fossilised stem
fragments. These appear by themselves as small,
segmented cylinders or within rocks as little circles or in
short segmented lengths.

Diet
Modem crinoids feed on plankton suspended in the water.
Their branched arms with feathery extensions wave in the
water to fonn a net, which captures the plankton and
funnels them towards the crinoid's mouth in the centre of
the calyx.

Habitat & Lifestyle
Fossilised crinoids came in a range of sizes. The calyx of some
crinoids was only a few millimetres across while others
reached 1.5 metres. One single fossil crinoid stem was 18
metres long!
Some fossil crinoids attached themselves to floating
driftwood while others were anchored to rocks or the sea
floor.
Today crinoids live in both warm and cold oceans and at a
variety of depths.
In most echinoderms the sexes are separate: eggs and spenn
are released into the sea by separate animals, where
fertilisation occurs.
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ECHINODERMS - Echinoids (Ee-kine-oh-derms ek-in-oids)
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Iregular Echinoid
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Irregular Echinoid
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Regular Echinoid (Round Sea Urchin)
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Description
Echinoids are shelled animals that include the well known
spiny sea urchins and the lesser known sand dollars.
Echinoid shells come in a variety of shapes from rounded
to heart-shaped urchins to flattened and domed sand
dollars. Echinoid shells have a distinctive five-part pattern
that often resembles a flower. The shell is made up of
numerous plates. Each plate is a single crystal of calcite
(calcium carbonate) that is formed by the animal. Living
Sea urchins are also covered in spines but these fall off
after the animal dies.
In regular echinoids the anus is on the top of the shell.
However in many irregular echinoids the anus is on the
underside and sometimes is found quite close to its mouth.

Time Period
Echinoids first evolved in the Ordovician around 450 million
years ago and they are still common around the world today.

Diet
Echinoids and other echinoderms like starfish and brittle stars are
browsers or filter feeders.
The filter feeders take in small particles from the water and expel
unwanted material out through their anus.
The browsers feed on seaweed or scrape encrusting
animals and plants from rocks. Some browsing
echinoids such as the Crown of Thorns Starfish on
Australia's Great Barrier Reef can cause major
damage to reef systems.

Habitat & Lifestyle
Echinoids are marine animals and different species of
echinoids live at different depths in the ocean.
The very spiny echinoids can wedge themselves into cracks
between rocks. Heart-shaped urchins burrow into the mud and
sand on the sea floor. The dome-shaped or flattened sand dollars
live half buried in the sand.

Fossilisation
With their calcite plates, echinoids tend to fossilise
well. However their shells are easily broken and are
rarely found. Echinoid plates and spines are
commonly found in marine sand and mud. This
means they often become fossilised and can be a
major ingredient of some limestones.
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BRYOZOANS (Bri-oh-zo-ans)
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Bryozoan Colony
Semifascipora

Fan-like Bryozoan Colony
Diastopora
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Time Period
The bryozoans first evolved in the early Ordovician around
490 million years ago and still exist today.

Description
Bryozoans are tiny aquatic animals around lrnrn long that
superficially resemble individual coral polyps. However, they
have a more complex internal structure with tentacles, a full
gut, mouth and an anus. This is different to corals that feed and
excrete through the same opening.
Bryozoans always occur in colonies, with each individual
bryozoan in the colony living inside a chamber surrounded by
its own box-like skeleton. Each of these individual skeletons is
attached to others and this makes a larger structure.
The name Bryozoa comes from the Greek, meaning "moss
animal". This name refers to the resemblance of some
Bryozoan colonies to a tuft of moss.

Habitat & Lifestyle
Bryozoans are aquatic, living in either fresh, marine or saline
waters. They can be found in all oceans at a variety of depths,
from shallow water to around 6km deep.
Some extinct Bryozoans seem to have occupied the same
warm ocean habitats that corals occupy today. However,
modem Bryozoans are most common in colder waters.
Bryozoans occur as fan-like, stick-like, or encrusting colonies
and are usually attached to rocks or other materials. Some
species are so prolific that they can cover almost every shell or
rock in an area of sea floor.
Both male and female sex organs are contained within each
tiny animal and fertilisation takes place within the body of the
animal. Larvae released from the parent are free
swimming for only a few hours before they settle to the
bottom and attach themselves to an object where they
remain throughout their lives.

Diet
Bryozoans can extend their soft body outside their
chamber and sweep plankton and other microorganisms
into their mouth using their tentacles. Their soft body and
tentacles can be retracted back into the chamber for
protection.

Fossilisation
Bryozoan skeletons fossilise well easily. They are very
commonly found as casts and moulds. Most limestones
less than 490 million years old are likely to contain some
fossilised bryozoans.
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ARTHROPODS - Trilobites (Ar-throw-pods tri-low-bites)

Description
Like insects and other arthropods, trilobites had segmented
bodies and legs. They were marine animals ranging in size
from a few millimetres up to 72cm long.
Their bodies were divided into three sections, the head
(cephalon), body (thorax) and tail (pygidium). Legs, which
were not often preserved, extended below the shell.
Some trilobites, like insects, had highly developed compound
eyes. These eyes were made up of a large number of calcite
lenses that are often found perfectly preserved in fossils.

Time Period
The first trilobites evolved in the early Cambrian about 545
million years ago. All trilobites became extinct in the late
Permian some 300 million years later.

Head
(Cephalon)

Body
(Thorax)

]
Tail

(Pygidium)

Trilobite structure (Calymene)

Tai

A trilobite in the rolled
position
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Variations on a Theme
Geologists have described around 2000 different types of
trilobites. The changing forms of trilobites during their
time on Earth allows geologists to use them as "index
fossils" for identifying specific periods in the Earth's
histo .

Habitat & Lifestyle
Most trilobites lived on or near the sea floor from shallow to deep
oceans. They either crawled along the sea floor and burrowed in the
soft sediment, or swam freely in the water. Some trilobites rolled
themselves up in a ball when attacked to protect their delicate
under surface. Occasionally trilobite fossils are found in the rolled
position.

Diet
Trilobites were predominantly filter feeders, living on
small plants and animals in the water. Larger trilobites and
especially those with good eyesight probably would have
actively hunted bigger prey.

Fossilisation
Trilobites can be found preserved as whole specimens or as
parts of specimens, such as a head or tail.
Trilobites shed their exoskeleton as they grew like modern
arthropods. In fact, most trilobite fossils are these cast off
skeletons.

AGSO - Geoscience Australia
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ARTHROPODS - Insects (Ar-throw-pods in-sects)

Description
The typical adult insect is an air-breathing animal with a body
divided into three segments - head, thorax and abdomen. The thorax
of an insect has three pairs of legs. On most insects there are also
one or two pairs of wings.
The insect's head usually has a pair of compound eyes and three
kinds of appendages; antennae ("feelers"), mandibles and maxillae
(both parts of the jaw).
The average size of insects is small compared with
other arthropods. Some are less than 1,4 of a
millimetre in length and most are smaller than lcm.
However, The largest known insect is a huge fossil
dragonfly, 300 million years old, with a wingspan of
60-75cm.

Fossilisation
Insects do not often fossilise well because their bodies are
soft and most lack a hard outer skeleton.
Complete insects are only preserved in materials that
quickly cover and protect their delicate bodies such as tree
sap (amber), volcanic ash
or very fine mud.

Variations on a Theme

Book lice

Habitat & Lifestyle
Insects are the most numerous and varied group of animals
on Earth. They have adapted to live in every type of
terrestrial environment, from freezing polar regions to the
hottest tropical and desert areas.
Insects typically develop from eggs and go through a
number of life stages. In some species the young hatchling
has the appearance of a miniature adult. Others hatch as
larvae and go through a complete metamorphosis before
reaching the adult form ego a caterpillar changing into a
butterfly.

Diet
Insects have adapted to eat a huge range of different types
of foods, from flesh and blood to plant material to the
faeces of other animals.

Time Period
Insects probably evolved during the Middle
Devonian about 380 million years ago but their
fossils are rare, with only a few being found in the
Devonian. It was not until the Carboniferous, some
30 million years later, that they became abundant and
they have flourished ever since.
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ARTHROPODS - Crustaceans (ar-throw-pods crust-aish-ons)
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Description
Crustaceans are mainly marine animals, although some live in fresh
water and a few live on land. The group includes shrimps,
barnacles, crayfish, crabs and lobsters.
The crustacean body has a tough external skeleton divided into
three segments - head, thorax and abdomen. In some crustaceans
(eg. crabs), the head and thorax are fused or joined together.
The appendages (arms and legs) of crustaceans are many and
varied. There are appendages for walking, swimming, digging,
capturing prey, feeding, breathing, mating and sensing. They tend
to be made up of two branches and are specialised for their task.
The largest arthropod known is the Japanese Giant Crab, whose
legs can span up to 3.6 metres in diameter!

Time Period
The first crustaceans evolved in the Late Cambrian around 500
million years ago. Many species are abundant today and some such
as copepods that make up a large part of all oceanic plankton, 1'7.:'"""------------,
are very important members of marine food chains.

Diet
Most crustaceans are omnivorous, eating both animal
and plant material, and many are scavengers. The
coconut crab is so named because it can climb trees
and open coconuts with its massive claws.

Fossilisation
Although most crustaceans have outer skeletons they
are not often fossilised. Their skeletons are made up of
a complex material that breaks down easily after death.

Variations on a Theme

Habitat & Lifestyle
Crustaceans are adapted to lIve in a huge range of different
environments. They are found in most depths of the sea, in
rivers and lakes at heights of up to of 3.6km above sea level and
in water temperatures from O°C to 55°C. On land, crustaceans
(mostly land crabs) can be found in the leaf litter of
forests. In the case of the coconut crab of the South
Pacific, they even climb trees!
The sexes are separate in most crustaceans and the
male is usually larger than the female. As they grow
most crustaceans shed their outer skeleton and grow a
bigger one.
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GRAPTOLITES (grap-tow-lites)
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Didymograptus

Nemagraptus
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Habitat & Lifestyle
All graptolites were marine, although the different groups
lived in different habitats. The dendroids lived attached to
rocks and grew like small bushes on the sea floor. The
graptoloids floated or swam in the ocean currents much like
modern plankton. They also lived in shallow waters but were
not preserved well there.

Diet
The soft body of the extinct animal is not well known but
has been reconstructed from a modern creature thought to
be similar. Through this reconstruction it is thought that
graptolites probably had feathery tentacles and fed on
plankton.

Fossilisation
The dead bodies of free-floating graptolites settled down
onto the deep sea floor of the oceans. Here they were
buried by sand and mud, crushed flat and reduced to
carbon outlines of their original shape. The name graptolite
means "written in stone" and reflects their appearance, like
pencil drawings on the rock.

Description
Most graptolites look like one or more hacksaw blades. They are usually
preserved as crushed fossils, with only the basic outline left.
A few specimens have been preserved well enough to determine the three
dimensional structure of the skeleton using an electron microscope.
Graptolites consist of one or more tubular, stick-like branches with small
cups attached. It was in each of these cups that tiny animals lived. So a
complete graptolite was made up of many individuals linked together to
form a colony.
The graptolites are divided into two groups. The dendroids (eg,
Nematograptus) have a network of branches while the graptoloids (eg.
Didymograptus) only have one or two branches.

Time Period
Graptolites are found in rocks of the Palaeozoic era and evolved rapidly
during this time. The dendroids existed from the Cambrian, around 545
million years ago, to the Carboniferous and were the
ancestors of the graptoloids which evolved in the Ordovician
and became extinct in the Devonian.
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FISH

The lobe-finned Coelacanth
(Picture courtesy of Jerome Hamlin)
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A "shell-skinned"
Jawless Fish (Psammolepis)

Habitat & Lifestyle
Fish are found living in environments that range
from oceans to fresh waters with some migrating
between the two.
The lack of jaws and paired fins restricted early
fish to life on the sea floor. With the development
of jaws, mobile fins and a streamlined shape, fish
became active swimmers.
Although light and fast, the bodies of cartilaginous
fish such as sharks are denser than water. They need
to use side fins to give themselves lift and keep off the
bottom, so these fish must keep swimming or they
sink.
Although bones are heavier than cartilage, the bony
fish are buoyant. This is due to an adaptation called a
swim bladder. This is gas filled sac that bony fish use
to control their depth in the water.

Diet
With no jaws, the first fish were mostly filter feeders,
grubbing around in the muddy ocean bottom for food.
Since the development of jaws, fish have diversified
to become predators, grazers and scavengers as well.

Fossilisation
The most common fish fossils are isolated teeth,
especially of sharks. However, fossil skeletons of
bony fish and the armour plates of placoderms are
abundant in some areas.

Description
Over half of all vertebrates are fish. Jawless fish, like the
modem lamprey, were the first vertebrates to evolve.
These jawless fish (agnathans) are eel-like animals with a
mouth like a suction cup.
Jaws and teeth were the next major evolutionary step for
fish. There are three major groups of jawed fish - the
cartilaginous fish (including sharks), the armour plated
placoderms, and the bony fish.
Two important groups evolved from the early bony fish: the
ray-finned fish, which include the majority oftoday's fish,
and the lobe-finned fish, which are the ancestors of higher
vertebrates including humans.

Time Period
The firstjawless fish are found in Cambrian rocks (around
500 million year old) from Wyoming, USA. The evolution
of jaws in the late Silurian about 410 million
years ago lead to an explosion in fish diversity in
the Devonian (410-354 million years ago). This
time is often referred to as the "Age of Fishes".
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AMPHIBIANS
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Skeleton of the Australian
Labyrinthodont Siderops

(from "Kadimakara"
by P.V. Rich et al.)

Diagram showing similarities between early
amphibians (above) and their lobe finned fish

ancestors (below)
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Habitat & Lifestyle
Like the first land plants, the amphibians are
dependant on water for survival and reproduction.
Most live in moist, freshwater habitats such as
swamps and rainforests, although some modern and
many extinct amphibians lived in drier areas.
Reproduction in amphibians also relies on water as
their eggs have no shell and dry out rapidly in rr===============~

air. The larval stage (tadpole) is usually also rJr DirA Y011 Know? ~
aquatic.

Description
Amphibians evolved from lobe finned fish such as the Coelacanth.
Modern amphibians include frogs, toads, newts and salamanders.
These are the last survivors of this once highly successful group of
animals.
The earliest tetrapod (four legged creature) was an amphibian
called Ichthyostega from Greenland. It was a relatively large (l.5m
long) creature with sturdy legs, a stout body and a fish-like tail.
Later amphibians, like the Australian labyrinthodont Koolasuchus,
grew up to 5 metres long and many had bony plates and armour
covering their bodies.
Reptiles evolved from amphibian ancestors.

Time Period
Amphibians were very successful in the Palaeozoic. The earliest
amphibians are found in Mid Devonian rocks around 370 million
years old. They became common in the swamps and marshes of the
Carboniferous (354-298 million years ago). During the Permian
they also colonised the drier uplands.
By the end of the Triassic (205 million years ago) amphibians were

almost extinct in drier areas because the evolving
reptiles such as dinosaurs were more successful at
living in these drier environments. All modern
amphibians are descended from just two groups of
amphibians that survived the Mesozoic, the "age of
Dinosaurs".

Diet
All amphibians are predators. The large
labyrinthodonts preyed on any animal that
strayed too close while smaller amphibians
mostly ate insects.

Fossilisation
Most early amphibian fossil finds were parts of
jaws from Europe and America. A number of
important amphibian fossils have been found in
Australia, including Triassic and Cretaceous
Labyrinthodonts from Victoria and Sydney.
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REPTILES
~A(tivity~ Ptevofd"'v MorAel

Description
The first reptiles (Cotlyosaurs) closely resembled
their amphibian ancestors, the Labyrinthodonts.
These early reptiles gave rise to all the other groups
of reptiles.
Members of the reptile group the Thecodonts
included the first vertebrates to walk on two legs as
well as the first to walk with their legs directly under
their bodies. These two adaptations made these
animals much more mobile and resulted in great
success for their descendants the dinosaurs and
flying reptiles.
Some reptiles returned to the sea. These marine
reptiles included the long-necked Plesiosaurs,
the dolphin-like Ichthyosaurs and the barrel
shaped Pliosaurs.
The mammal-like reptiles were bulky animals,
up to 5 metres long with large heads and a
sprawling posture. They were warm-blooded
and are the ancestors of today's mammals
including humans.
Other modem reptiles such as turtles, lizards and snakes
are descended directly from the Cotlyosaurs.

Time Period
In terms of time span and number of species, reptiles
have been the most successful vertebrates to inhabit the
Earth. The first reptiles evolved in the Late
Carboniferous around 300 million years ago. During the
Permian, reptiles rapidly evolved into many different
species and became the dominant land animal for the
next 250 million years.

Habitat & Lifestyle
Reptiles were the first vertebrates fully adapted to life
on land. They developed scaly skin to stop their bodies
from drying out and the shelled egg, protecting the
developing embryo. These developments allowed the
reptiles to move away from water and roam freely over
the land, finding new habitats and sources of food.
Today, reptiles inhabit a wide range of environments.
Although most are land dwellers some, like turtles, are
marine.

A long-necked Plesiosaur
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Diet
Reptiles eat a wide variety of foods. Although most modem reptiles are carnivorous, during
the Mesozoic, many were herbivores and only a few were carnivores.

Fossilisation
Fossilised remains of reptiles are found worldwide. One spectacular find from South Australia
is a plesiosaur skeleton fossilised as opal.
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DINOSAURS
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The Australian Armoured Dinosaur
Minmi

Leaellynasaura
An Australian Hypsilophodont dinosaur

found at Dinosaur Cove, west of Melbourne.

Habitat & Lifestyle
During the "Age of Dinosaurs" (Mesozoic) most of the
Earth was warm with tropical to sub-tropical climates on
every continent. Dinosaurs laid eggs and evidence from
fossilised nest sites suggests some dinosaurs protected their young.

Time Period
Dinosaurs first appeared in the Middle Triassic
around 230 million years ago and dominated
the land throughout the Jurassic and
Cretaceous. This era, known as the Mesozoic,
is often called the "Age of Dinosaurs".
All dinosaurs evolved from relatively small reptiles in
the Triassic and early Jurassic.
Apart from Stegosaurs and Prosauropods that went
extinct earlier, all other groups of dinosaurs became
extinct by the end of the Cretaceous, 65 million years
ago. The cause of this extinction event is controversial.
The popular theory is that the asteroid that hit Earth in
Mexico blasted so much dust into the atmosphere that
most sunlight was blocked and Earth plunged into a
period of cold darkness. Plants died off causing severe
environmental change. Other theories include decreased
food supply, disease, climate change and increased
volcanic activity.

Diet
Most dinosaurs ate plants (herbivores), relatively few ate meat (carnivores) and others ate
both (omnivores).

Fossilisation
Dinosaur remains have been found on every continent. One important fossil site is Dinosaur
Cove, west of Melbourne in Australia where the remains of a wide range of dinosaurs
including theropods, hypsilophodonts and ornithomimosaurs have been found.

Description
Dinosaur is the popular name given to two related,
but different, groups of reptiles; the Saurischians
"lizard-hipped reptiles" and the Ornithischians
"bird-hipped reptiles".
The lizard-hipped reptiles included. many of the
early dinosaurs such as Plateosaurus and
Coelophysis, the huge Sauropods like 100 tonne
Brachiosaurus and Diplodocus as well as the
bipedal theropods like Allosaurus.
The bird-hipped reptiles all had a beak like
structure instead of front teeth. They were a divers~e:....-===========================~
group and included the Stegosaurs,. the
Iguanodonts, the duck-billed Hadrosaurs, the
armoured Anklyosaurs and the homed
Ceratopsians.
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BIRDS
Description
Birds were the third group of animals after insects and
reptiles, to successfully conquer the air. They evolved
from dinosaurs and still display similarities to their
reptilian ancestors. Birds lay fluid filled eggs with
shells and have scales on their lower legs and feet.

.The success of birds is due to the development of the
feather, which is a modified form of the reptile scale.
Although the feather probably evolved for insulation
purposes, it is ideal for flight.
The first evidence of the feather is found in
Archaeopteryx (ark-ee-op-ter-ix), thought to be a link
between reptiles and birds. This animal is very similar
to small theropod dinosaurs with its teeth and long tail.
However, it also had wings and feathers. Other, now
extinct, toothed birds found in the fossil record include
Ichthyomis (Ick-thee-or-nis), a tern-like bird around
30cm long that dived to catch fish, and Hesperomis
(Hes-per-or-nis), a large flightless diving bird.
The ancestors of many modem birds lived at the
same time as these toothed varieties.

Time Period
Birds were the last class of vertebrates to evolve.
The first bird, Archaeopteryx, appears in the fossil
record in the Late Jurassic about 150 million years
ago. By the early Cretaceous a wide variety of birds
had evolved including the toothed birds and the
ancestors of many modem birds. Most birds we see
around us today had evolved by the Eocene 55
million years ago.

Habitat & Lifestyle
Birds are found worldwide in a huge range of
environments, from deserts to oceans and the tropics to
the poles.
To ensure safe flight they have very well developed
senses (especially sight) and coordination. Their brains
are also proportionally larger than reptiles and
amphibians and they display much more complex
behaviour especially in courtship rituals.

Diet
Birds eat a wide range of foods from nectar, to insects, to
fish and small mammals.

Fossilisation
Fossilised remains of bird are rare. This is because their
bones are very delicate and remains are often small,
fragmented and easily overlooked.

Drawing of the Archaeopteryx fossil
found in 1877 near Blumenberg,

Germany.

Recreation of the toothed bird
Hesperomis, a flightless, diving bird
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MAMMALS
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Diprotodons were large slow-moving,
grazing animals about the size of cows.
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Diagram ofAusktribosphenos nyktos
The Australian Cretaceous mammal showing the

jawbone found in 1997.
(Picture courtesy of Monash Science Centre)

Description
Mammals are an extremely varied group of animals
including mice, elephants, bats, koalas, whales and
humans
The first mammals evolved from the mammal-like
reptiles and were small shrew-like animals no larger
than a domestic cat. The three modem groups of
mammals, the egg-laying monotremes, pouched
marsupials and placentals, whose young develop
inside their bodies, all evolved from these early
mammals.
Perhaps the most interesting mammals were the giant
versions of modem mammals known as the
megafauna that roamed Earth between 20 million
years ago and 6000 years ago.
All the Australian megafauna were marsupials, and
they include Zaglossus, a long-nosed echidna,
Thylacoleo, a marsupial lion, giant kangaroos
and wombats Protemnodon and Phascolonus
and slow-moving herbivores the size of cows,
like Diprotodon and Zygomaturus.

Diet
Mammals eat a variety of foods. Most are herbivores,
eating only plants, some are omnivores, eating both
plants and meat and a few eat only meat (carnivores).

Time Period
The first mammals appear in the fossil record
about 200 million years ago in the Late
Triassic. By the Cretaceous the three modem
groups of mammals had evolved. However, it wasn't
until after the extinction of the dinosaurs, 65 million
years ago, that mammal evolution really took off to
give us the many different types, shapes and sizes of
mammals that we see on Earth today.

Fossilisation
Fossils of mammals are found worldwide. Large
bones such as thigh bones as well as hardened parts
like teeth and jaws are the most common mammal fossils found.

Habitat & Lifestyle
Mammals have adapted to live in a wide variety of
different environments from the tropics to the arctic,
alpine regions to the open sea and even the air.
Most mammals live an active life. Their covering of
hair that provides insulation and their warm blood
allow most mammals to survive warm and cold
climates, to search for food at night and in all
seasons.
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Teacher notes for student activities

1) Snail tales
Equipment: Pen or pencil, ruler.

2) Trilobite Transformers
Notes: Students need to cut around the trilobites then place them in order. If they place 'A' at one
end then 'E' at the other they can observe slight changes occurring as the trilobites evolve. Once
they have the correct order they could glue them into their books.

Equipment: Scissors, glue.

3) Fossil Fun
Notes: An extension of this activity is to try different setting materials for the fossils, for example
flour, salt and water, or different kinds of soil or clays mixed with water. Some fun materials could
include jelly or chocolate. The students could compare the different types of materials in a table of
results.

Fossil makin~ material Observation
Clay and water
Plaster of paris
Sand and water
Flour, water and salt
Jelly
Chocolate

Equipment: Plastic or foam disposable cups, paddle pop sticks, plasticine, object for imprinting
(shell, leaf), plaster of Paris. To prevent the shells sticking to the plasticine get the students to coat
them in petroleum jelly or oil. Putting a few drops of food colouring into the plaster of Paris makes
the fossils easier to see.

4) Dinosaur Dig
Notes: You can purchase packets of wooden dinosaur bones from most toy and model shops and
accurate copies of real dinosaur bones from the Monash Science Centre (03) 9905 1370. It is
recommended that the students work in groups of four. The bones could be buried in trays of sand
or alternatively just given to them in a bag. You may like to put up some pictures of dinosaurs and
their skeletons in the classroom to assist your students.

Equipment: Dinosaur bones (enough for each of the groups), trays with sand (optional), pencil.

5) What's in a name?
Notes: You might like to look up a Greek of Latin dictionary to find more words to describe other
characteristics.

6) Forensic footprints
Notes: If it is not feasible to get footprints of the students' family pets you may like to use the
students own footprints. You could also try going to a nearby park or bushland area and looking for
animal tracks.
You will need to line up a student to be the thief in the mystery part of the activity. On the day
choose a student and have them stand in a sand tray to get an impression of their shoe. Don't forget
to tell them to keep it a secret from the rest of the class!
Equipment: Cardboard strips (4cm x 50cm), empty ice cream containers, old spoons for mixing
plaster, plaster of paris, old baking tray, clean damp sand, vaseline.



Activity Ideas

• Word searches or crosswords with a fossils theme.

• Grid drawings of the dinosaurs or megafauna.

• Write a story about the life of your favourite extinct animal- make it as realistic as possible.

• Draw a picture or make a collage using the pictures in the fact sheets to place the plants and
animals in their habitats.

• A pie chart of geological time. Using the dates given in the Geological Time Scale on page 8,
construct a pie chart using a graphing function in spreadsheet software.

• Write a rap song about fossils and then perfonn it with dance movements to go along with the
lyrics.

• Write a description about an ancient environment and the animals and plants that lived in it. For
example the Devonian seas with armoured fish and many different types of invertebrates, or the
Carboniferous forests with Lepidodendron trees and huge amphibians roaming around but not
able to move away from water.

A range of other great activities for students K-12 can be found on the University of California
Museum of Palaeontology site. http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edulfosreclLeaming.html
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Snail Tales
A fossil collector has given you this fossil shell, called a gastropod for your collection. You want to
describe this fossil in an email or over the phone to a friend who lives in another country but you
can't send a picture. You will need to describe the fossil using numbers and measurements.

Fill in the table first, then write a description based on that information you have found.

How long is the fossil in millimetres? rom
How wide is the fossil in millimetres? mm
How many whorls (or turns) does the fossil have?
On what side (left or right) is the opening?
How wide is the opening?
What colour is the fossil overall?
How does the colour change?

Whorl

Write your full description of the shell here. Remember to use full sentences.

When your friend gets your description they send back one of their own. Can you draw a picture of
their fossil shell?



Trilobite transformers
A palaeontologist (pay-lee-on-toll-o-jist) has mixed up her fossil trilobite (try-lo-bite) collection. Her
seven trilobites are from different geological times. Each trilobite differs from the others, but only
slightly. She knows that trilobite A is the oldest and that trilobite E is the youngest, and that the
trilobites became more complex over time. Can you work out the order from youngest to oldest?
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Fossil Fun
Aim: To make a model fossil

Materials: Plastic or foam disposable cup, paddle pop stick, plasticine, object for imprinting
(eg. shell), plaster of Paris.

Method:

1) Collect your materials.

2) Soften your plasticine by squeezing and warming it in your hand. Make it into a flat circle about

1cm thick.

3) Press your object (eg. shell) into the plasticine to make an impression.

4) Remove the object and build a wall of plasticine about 1 cm high around the edge of the circle

to form a well.

5) Mix up some plaster of Paris in the disposable cup (follow your teachers instructions about how

to mix it otherwise your fossil will not set!).

6) Fill your plasticine well with the plaster. Then tap the bottom of the plasticine gently on the

tableto release any air bubbles.

7) Leave your model to set (it will take a few hours).

8) When your plaster is hard, carefully remove the plasticine.

Results:

Draw a picture of your fossil in the box below.



Read the following information then answer the questions:

Fossils are the remains or traces of animals and plants that have been preserved. Five different
ways that fossils form are:

1) Actual remains
This is where the remains consist of the original remains of the plant or animal (eg. tooth
enamel or bone).

2) Changed hard parts
Minerals dissolved in water can replace plant and animal remains. The shape of the fossil is
perfectly preserved but the fossil has been removed, very slowly, by the water and replaced by a
different mineral.

3) Mould
A plant or animal is buried quickly in soft mud or sand. In time the remains decay, leaving an
empty hole. Meanwhile, the mud or sand around the fossil hardens into rock, leaving a mould
of the animal or plant.

4) Cast
Sometimes other material fills the empty hole in the mould where the fossil was. This material
hardens and takes the same shape as the decayed animal or plant.

5) Prints
Prints are made when an animal has walked over soft mud or sand. Later the mud has hardened
into rock, leaving a print.

1) Traces of plants or animals from the past are called _

2) What type of fossil have you made (circle the correct answer).

Mould Changed hard parts Cast Print Actual remains

3) Pretend that you have found your fossil while on a bush walk. Write a brief story about
how your fossil came to be there, starting at the time the animal was alive.
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Dinosaur Dig
You and your team of palaeontologists (pay-lee-on-toll-o-jists) have come across a fantastic find - a

dinosaur! A palaeontologist is somebody who studies the fossil remains of plants and animals. But

first you need to find all (or most) of its bones and then you need to reconstruct it. This is a very

big task that can often take palaeontologists years of hard work. The reconstruction work is made

harder as they often don't have a full set of bones.

Once you and your team have constructed your dinosaur, use a pencil to draw a sketch of it in the

box below.

Do you know what type of dinosaur this is? If so write your answer here.

From your dinosaur reconstruction, answer these questions.

What do you think it ate? _

Was your animal a walking dinosaur, a flying reptile or a swimming reptile? _

Why do you think that palaeontologists don't always find all of the bones from one animal?

Write out two questions you would ask a dinosaur, if it could speak.



What's in a name?
Have you ever wondered where those strange scientific names like Ausktribosphenos nyktos, come
from? Many names use words from other languages like Greek or Latin.
The name of a plant or animal usually has something to do with its characteristics or features.
Perhaps it is an obvious feature ego two large feet or a large horn.

~Have a look at the list of words and their english meanings.

altus
amicabilis
archaeo
aureolus
auris
aus
avi
bi
cado
cephalo
cerato
cornu
dactyl
dino
diplo
foramen
geo
icthy
kalos

high
friendly
ancient
golden
ear
southern
bird
two
fall
head
horned
horn
finger
terrible
two
hole
earth
fish
beautiful

mega
micro
mimus
mono
nyktos
ornitho
orno
ovum
plesio
pod
porta
ptero
rex
salvaticus
sapere
sauro
tri
tyrannus

very large
very small
mimic
one
night
bird-like
adorn
egg
near
foot
gate
wing
king/ruler
wild
wise
lizard
three
tyrant

Look at the names below. Using the list above see if you can write the meanings behind their
names. The first example has been done for you.

a) Pterosaur: flying (ptero), lizard (saur) = flying lizard

b) Dinosaur: .

c) Ichthyosaur: .

d) Tricerotops: .

e) Plesiosaur: ..

f) Tyrannosaurus rex: .



GreeklLatin meaning
Mega

You are now going to have some fun designing your own animal. Start by looking at the list
of characteristics. When you have decided on your characteristics write them down. Then
write the Greek or Latin names that go with those characteristics.
For example:

Characteristic
Very large

a) It is your turn now. Try to use between 2 - 4 different characteristics for your animal.

Characteristics

1. _

2. _

3. _

4. _

GreeklLatin meaning

b) Now join all of your Greek and Latin meanings together to name your animal.

The name of my animal is _

Think about what such an anjmal would look like. Try and draw your animal in the space
below. Try to make it as large and colourful as possible.



Forensic Footprints
Make your own lasting casts of footprints of the animals and people around you. Then use the same
technique to solve a mystery.

You will need:
Cardboard strips (4cm x 50cm)
Empty ice cream containers
Old spoons for mixing plaster
Plaster of Paris
Old baking tray
Clean damp sand
Vaseline

To make a cast of a footprint:
1. Place some damp sand into a baking tray and level off the surface. Don't pat the sand down too

hard, as this will not allow a good print to be made.
2. Place your foot or one foot of a family pet (dog, cat, mouse, bird) into the sand to make an

impression.
3. Put some vaseline on one side of the cardboard strip and make a cardboard circle with the

vaseline on the inside of the circle. Place this circle around the footprint you have made in the
sand.

4. Put some water (l-2cm deep) in the bottom ofthe ice cream container. Slowly add plaster and
mix well until you have made a thick creamy paste.

5. Carefully pour the plaster paste into the cardboard circle making sure the plaster fills the
footprint first.

6. Leave the plaster to dry and set. This may take up to a whole day depending on the weather and
how runny your plaster is.

7. When the plaster is very hard, pull off the cardboard circle and lift the cast out of the sand.
Brush off any sand that has stuck to the cast. Scratch the name of the person or animal into the
back of the cast.

8. Your cast can now be used to make tracks in other sand trays for more casts to be made.
9. Draw a picture of your cast in the box below.

This Footprint is from _



Using casts to solve a mystery

The Story
Someone has broken in to a museum and stolen a very valuable diamond. The only clue the police
have been able to find is a footprint in the garden outside the museum. They could not even find any
fingerprints. (If you know about fingerprints, can you work out why none were found?).

Running the Investigation
Using the same method as before, make a cast of the footprint. Now compare the cast with the shoes
of everyone in your class. Can you make a positive ill and find out who is the thief?
You may need to make casts of the footprints of the possible suspects to help in identification, as it
may be easier to compare two casts than a shoe and a cast.
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